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ABSTRACT

The advisability of using the albedo procedure for the Monte Carlo soh_tion
of deep penetration shielding problems that have ducts and other penetrations
has been investigated. The use of albedo data can dramatically improve the
computational efficiency of certain Monte Carlo calculations. However, the accuracy
of these results may be unacceptable because of lost information during the albedo
event and serious errors in the available differential albedo data. This study

was done to evaluate and appropriately modify the MORSE/BREESE package,
to develop new methods for generating the required albedo data, and to extend
the adjoint capability to the albedo-modified calculations. Major modifications to
MORSE/BREESE include an option to save for further use information that would
be lost at the albedo event, an option to displace the point of emergence during an
albedo event, and an option to use spatially dependent albedo data for both forward
and adjoint calculations, which includes the point of emergence as a new random

variable to be selected during an albedo event. The theoretical basis for using
TORT-generated forward albedo information to produce adjuncton albedos was
derived. The MORSE/STORM package was developed to perform both forward and
adjoint modes of analysis using spatially dependent albedo data. Results obtained
with MORSE/STORM for both forward and adjoint modes were compared with

" benchmark solutions. Excellent agreement and improved computational efficiency
wc:re achieved, demonstrating the full utilization of the albedo option in the MORSE

- code.

vii



1. INTRODUCTION

The albedo for a reflecting medium is defined as the ratio between the emergent
current and the incident current. The solution of radiation transport problems can

" be simplified by allowing part of the geometry to be represented by albedo surfaces.
Significant savings in computer time can be achieved, as well as a better description
of the radiation field within specific regions of interest.

Monte Carlo calculations can benefit from the albedo concept, since the

computation time can be reduced by not tracking particles inside albedo regions,
such as the walls of ducts and cavities. However, this advantage is not realized

without some cost; the generation of albedo data is very expensive, and the amount
of data can be prohibitively large.

An albedo procedure is available as an option the MORSE Monte Carlo code. 1
The multigroup energy format of the MORSE code facilitates the coupling of albedo
information generated by discrete ordi_.a,tes with the Monte Carlo code.

On the basis of early applications of the albedo procedure to Monte Carlo

analyses, it was recommended that albedos should be used only for problems in
which the characteristic dimensions of the penetrations are large when compared
with the radiation particle's mean free path in the albedo media. To better
understand the reasons behind this restriction and to develop a basis for overcoming

" this problem, a set of benchmark-quality, full-transport calculations was performed
using MORSE and the MCNP code 2 for a wide range of problems. The results

- were compared with results from Monte Cre'lo/albedo calculations performed with
the MORSE/BREESE code package, a The albedo-driven results, despite achieving
solutions with essentially zero standard deviations and requiring reasonable amounts

of computer time, performed very poorly in terms of accuracy; they consistently
underestimated the benchmark results, in some cases by orders of magnitude.

As a first step toward generalizing the albedo procedure, the standard
MORSE/BREESE package a was modified to recover some of the information lost
at the albedo events. The results of calculations with the modified version of the

code were nmch more accurate, 1:at they were consistently about 20% lower than
the benchmark results. A plausible explanation for this deviation is that the albedo
data did not correctly represent the actual reflection process.

A series of MCNP calculations was performed to benchmark the standard albedo
data. The Monte Carlo results and the standard albedo azimuthal distributions

were found to be significantly different, probably because the angular flux files
from the discrete ordinates code DOT 4 contained negative angular fluxes for a few
combinations of energy groups and directions of the quadrature set.

" The three-dimensional (3-D) discrete ordinates code TORT _ was modified and
used to generate a new set of albedo data that includes a spatial variable for the

" point of emergence. The characteristic met,hod for the flux sweep was used to
ensure positive angular fluxes for all energy groups and discrete directions. An
experimental package of codes called MORSE/STORM was developed to format

1



maniuplate, and use the generated albedo data. When spatially dependent albedo
data from the modified version of the TORT code are used, the subroutines and
interface codes that make up the BREESE system of the MORSE/BREESE package
are replaced by the STORM system routines. _,

The new procedures described in this report significantly broaden the appli-
cability of albedo procedures. Improvements in the figure of merit should be
possible through the use of appropriate biasing techniques, which was not formally

investigated in this research.
Section 2 presents the fundamentals of the albedo concept, along with

descriptive definitions of various kinds of albedos. In Sect. 3, the available
albedo data are described and sampling procedures are discussed. Section 4
describes the modifications introduced into the MORSE/BREESE package, the
new method for calculating spatially dependent albedo data, the development of the
MORSE/STORM package, the derivation of the reciprocity relationship between
forward and adjoint albedos, and the implementation of the adjoint capability in

the MORSE/STORM package. In Sect. 5, calculations and results are presented.
Finally, the conclusions of this research and recommendations for future work are
presented in Sect. 6.

2. ALBEDOS

rTnlike the reflection of the light, which is mainly a surface phenomenon,
i

neutrons and gamma rays are scattered back from inside the material--sometimes
from depths of several mean free paths and after several collisions. Figure 2.1
shows a few of the tracks that a particle may experience inside a material medium.
For neutrons, the scattering from nuclides can be elastic or inelastic, und Compton
scattering from electrons is dominant for photons. As a result, a particle can emerge
through the same surface that it entered. This can be described in the macroscopic
sense by a reflection coefficient that is usually called the albedo. The albedo for

a reflecting medium is defined as the ratio between the emergent current and the
incident current,

J(E,O, ¢)

a'(E0, ®0; E, O, ¢) = J(Eo, ®o) ' (2.1)

where J(Eo,Oo) is the incident current, J(E,O,¢) is the emergent current, and
_(E0, {90; E, O, ¢) is the albedo, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

If the spatial dependence of the point of emergence is included, the equation for
the albedo becomes

J(E,r, O, ¢)
_(Eo, ro, ®o; E,r, ®, ¢) = , (2.2)

J( E0, ro, O0)

where r represents the point of emergence and ro represents the point of incidence.
Albedos are available in several forms. The foI:-q used in Eq. (2.1) is doubly

differential; that is, it is differential with respect to both the reflected energy E and
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Fig. 2.1. A few of the possible tracks that a particle may experience inside a
material medium.

tim reflected direction (described by ® and ¢). Equation (2.2) represents a triply
differential albedo, which includes the dependence on the spatial point of emergence.
The doubly differential albedo may be obtained from the triply differential albedo

through integration over the spatial variable. A singly differential albedo is obtained
when a doubly differential albedo is integrated over either energy or direction.

The portion of the surface through which backscattered particles leave a
reflecting medium can be called the reflecting region. If a beam of particles is
incident on the surface of a reflecting medium, the reflecting region of this surface is

always larger than the intersection of the beam with the surface. If the dimensions of
. the reflecting region are considerably smaller than the distance from the reflecting

region to the detector, the dimensions of the reflecting region can be neglected
and the reflecting region may be considered coincident with the intersection of the

" incident beam with the surface. In such cases, the point of emergence can be
considered coincident with the point of incidence, and a knowledge of the doubly
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Fig. 2.2. Albedo reflection process and related phase-space coordinates.

differential albedo is sufficient. The available albedo data are, in fact, "point"

albedos. Point albedos are doubly differential and should be used only for problems
in which the distance to the detector is large compared with the dimensions of the
reflecting region. This restricts the application of doubly differential albedos to

regions far from the detectors or, in the case of ducts and cavities, to problems for
which the diameter of the duct is large enough to comply with this constraint.

Other representations of albedo data are the differential number albedo,

a= Eo
a,vt(E0, O0; O, 4) = a(Eo, O0, E', O, ¢) dE' , (2.3)

=0

the polar differential number albedo,

aNa(Eo, e0,o) = aNt(Eo, 0o, e, ¢) d_b , (2.4)
=0

and the total number albedo,

#=l
a(E0,O0) = O_Na(Eo,O0,O ) d# , (2.5) .

=0

where t_ = cos ®.

........... ........... _................... - i ................... , - ;., .... -'w,_'_



Using these albedos, which by their nature are less descriptive, can speed up
. the sampling process in a Monte Carlo calculation if the variables are selected using

marginal and conditional probability distribution tables. This point is discussed in
more detail in Sect. 4.

3. ALBEDO DATA AND SAMPLING PROCEDURES

Empirical or analytical formulas for albedo data would be very convenient for
Monte Carlo calculations, but because of the detail and resolution required for
accurate solutions of complex problems, the available albedo formulations are not
suitable. Differential albedo information is most commonly obtained through two-

dimensional (2-D) discrete ordinates calculations. The usual problem consists of a
reflecting semi-il_nite medium with an incident monodirectional beam of particles
having energies within a particular energy group. A run is performed for each
combination of discrete incident polar direction and energy group. The angular and

energy distributions of the reflected particles are calculated, and these distributions
are expressed as a reflected current per unit incident current. A Monte Carlo code
such as MORSE can use this albedo information to reflect particles tllat reach an

albedo surface. The phase-space coordinates of the reflected particle are selected

according to probability distribution tables, which are constructed from the angular
flux output of the discrete ordinates code. These point albedo data provide no
information about the spatial distribution of the emergent particles.

The MORSE/BREESE package was developed to use albedo information as a
means of simplifying the Monte Carlo generation of random walks. The BREESE
module comprises the subroutines ALBIN, ALBDO, ALBDOE, and THETO and
a sep_ate program that writes a tape of albedo data for input into MORSE. The
subroutine ALBIN reads the albedo tape and sets the pointers for the common

block. The subroutine ALBDO performs the reflection process, sampling from the
probability tables for a given incident polar angle (as defined by the subroutine
THETO), outgoing energy group, and direction. The subroutine ALBDOE
estimates the statistically defined next-event contribution to the detectors from
each albedo event. Cunmlative distribution functions (cdf's) are constructed for
each of the statistically dependent variables (outgoing polar angle, azimuthal angle,

and energy) to avoid the excessive amount of computer time that would be spent
searching a single joint cdf.

The total albedo a(E0, ®0) may be described as the probability that a particle
- will be reflected from the reflecting medium (independent of the; outgoing energy and

angle). The a(E0, ®0) is used to adjust the weight of a particle that undergoes an
albedo event. The weight of the incident particle is multiplied by the total albedo.
This correction of the weight of the particle is statistical in nature and represents
the average number of particles emerging from a reflecting medium following an



albedo event that involves an incident particle with a particular energy and direction
(E0,O0).

To select the outgoing phase-space coordinates (group 9, O, 6), the following
cdf's are constructed. The marginal cdf for the outgoing polar angle is given by

[If, I
cdfo(E0, ®0; O) = a_,,=odl#'lc_Na( E0, (90, ®)

 ,(E0,O0) ' (3.1)

where # = cos O and (_Na(E0, (9o, (9) is the polar differential nmnber albedo defined
in Eq. (2.5).

The conditional cdf for the azimuthal angle within the polar angle sampled from
the previous cdf is

cdf¢(E0, Go, (9; ¢) = foe d¢'aNt(Eo, O0; 0, ¢)
aNa(Eo, ®o, O) ' (3.2)

where aNt(Eo, (9o; O, ¢) is the differential number albedo defined in Eq. (2.4).
The doubly conditional cdf for the energy for the previously defined outgoing

direction is

cdfE(Eo, (90, (9, ¢; E) = fEE':° dE'o_(Eo, ®o;E, O, ¢)
OlNt(Eo, (9o; O, ¢) ' (3.3)

where c_(E0, (9o; E, ®, 6) is the doubly conditional differential albedo.
These definitions fer the cdf's are for continuous variables. For albedos

generated with discrete ordinates codes, the energy and angular variables are
discretized. Thus, values associated with discrete segments of those variables are

sampled instead.
In the MORSE/BREESE package, the subroutine ALBIN reads the cdf's and

the subroutine ALBDO selects the outgoing phase-space coordinates. First, the
subroutine THETO calculates the cosine of the incident polar angle ®,

cos ® = u,_u + vnv + u,nw , (3.4)

where u,, v,, and w_ define the cosines of the normal to the surface, and u, v, and
w are the direction cosines of the incoming particle.

The incident polar angle ® is compared with the limits of each incoming angular

polar bin of the albedo data, and the bin to which O belongs is identified. The
discrete form of cdfo [Eq. (3.1)] is used to select an outgoing polar angle bin. The
outgoing polar angle is then selected from an equally probable distribution within
the limits of the selected polar angle bin. The outgoing azimuthal angle d bin is

selected from the conditional cumulative probability distribution cdf¢ [Eq. (3.2)].
Like the polar angle, the outgoing azimuthal angle is selected from an equally
probable distribution within the limits of the selected azinmthal angle bin. Finally,



the outgoing energy bin is selected from the doubly conditional cdfE [Eq. (3.3)]. If
. the group structure for the cross sections is different from that of the albedo data,

the outgoing energy group is sampled from an equally probable distribution over
, lethargy.

In the sampling scheme implemented in the BREESE code, energy cutoff cannot
be used because the angular distribution from which the sampling process is initiated
is a summation over ali possible outcomes, and a fair game is not preserved when

using energy cutoff unless the angular distributions for all outgoing energy groups
are exactly the same. Albedo data are usually generated for coupled (neutron-

gamma ray) problems, so using an angular distribution that is associated with the
summation over all energy groups as the starting point for the sampling process
limits the applicability of energy cutoff as well as that of energy biasing during the
random walk. Angular biasing is still a fair game with the implemented sampling
scheme.

Analysis of an albedo data set distributed by the Radiation Shielding Informa-
" tion Center (RSIC) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory revealed negative angular

fluxes in the basic data. These negative angular fluxes cannot be avoided because of
the low-order expansion of the scattering cross sections. They occur mainly in the

high-energy groups for the forward component of the outgoing angular flux. This
leads to an undesirable distortion in the description of the reflection process and to
an underestimate of the forward component, which is usually the most important
component of the radiation field being analyzed. The BR EESE routines treat these

" negative fluxes as if they were a part of the true solution. Since the negative fluxes
lead to negative probabilities, the sign of the particle's statistical weight is reversed
in ranges where the probability density function is negative.

4. MODIFICATION OF THE MORSE/BREESE PACKAGE

The original MORSE/BREESE package was designed to perform the compu-
tational steps needed to accomplish the albedo-modified random walk. Particles
are followed, or tracked, only within zones enclosed by the albedo surfaces. The

computational time is minimized because the tracking (ray tracing) is performed
only between albedo events, and much of the random walk that would have occurred
within the albedo medium is in effect accomplished by the deterministic reflection
of the particle. Problems in which streaming through ducts or passageways is the
dominant component of the radiation field can be solved very efficiently using the
albedo option.

- The MORSE/BREESE code package can handle forward calculations that
combine albedo reflection and full transport for selected regions. Effects of interest

. (responses of detectors that view an albedo surface) can be estimated by using
either next-event estimation or an analog boundary-crossing estimator, as discussed
in Sect. 5. For albedo reflection, a particle suffers a collision-like event when it



encounters an albedo su,'_ace. The weight of the incident particle is multiplied by
the total albedo, and the outgoing energy and direction are selected according to
the joint probability distribution associated with the doubly differential albedo.

Because the albedo-modified random walk procedure used by the standard

MORSE/BREESE code package does not allow particle trmlsport inside albedo
regions, the radiation field at positions behind albedo surfaces cannot be estimated.
To correct this situation, the MORSE code was modified to include pseudo-
particles, which permit statistical estimates at positions behind albedo surfaces.
The three possible transport modes (full, albedo, and pseudo-particle) are compared
in Fig. 4.1. The pseudo-partMe modification increases the computational time but
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(c) pseudo-particle/albedo transport modes.



provides more precise results and a more complete description of the radiation

" feld for use in statistical estimates. The amount of computer time required can

be much smaller than for the full-transport case because of the advantage gained

• when particles are driven deterministically by the albedo reflections through the

duct, with pseudo-particles being created at positions not easily reached by normal

transport.

4.1 THE PSEUDO-PARTICLE MODIFICATION

In the standard version of the MORSE/BREESE package, collisions that could

occur inside the albedo medium and statistically contribute to effects of interest

outside the albedo surface envelope cannot be represented by the reflected portion

of the particle. "ro overcome this problem, the "pseudo-particle" modification was

introduced into the MORSE code to allow the transport of particles inside an
albedo medium and the statistical estimation of effects of interest outside the albedo

surface envelope. The albedo reflection process is kept unmodified, and a pseudo-

particle may be created at each albedo event, depending on the survival proba.bility

associated with that particular albedo event. As soon as a pseudo-pm-ticle is created,

it is stored in the neutron bank with the same direction, position, and energy as

the incident albedo-transported particle, and the tracking of the albedo reflected

particle is resumed. The pseudo-pm'ticles are tracked after the source particles that

make up a given batch are completely processed. The Monte Carlo transport of a

pseudo-particle is performed as it would be in a full-transport calculation, allowing

the use of any of the available variance-reduction biasing techniques.

4.1.1 Generation of Pseudo-Particles

The new procedure was imi)lemented by specifying a second set of medium

numbers for the albedo media, which is used when following the pseudo-particles

within the albedo medium. The user may control the generation of pseudo-particles

through mechanisms that include the accunmlated average weight of the albedo-

transported particles, the importance by direction, or the specification of region-

and energy-dependent probabilities for the generation of pseudo-particles.

The default procedure is the coml)arison of the weight of an albedo-transported

particle with the accumulated average weight of the albedo-transported particles

by region and energy. The weight of an albedo-transported particle that suffers

an albedo event is compared with the average weight of all particles that

. have previously experienced albedo events within that portion of phase space.

This procedure controls the number of particles generated by preventing large

• fluctuations in the weights of the generated pseudo-particles. An initial guess of

the average weight is provided at the start of a run by processing a dummy batch

of a user-specified number of particles. Dlu'ing the albedo-modified Monte Carlo

analysis, the average weight of the all)edo-transported particles is updated after
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each batch. The average weight by region and by energy group is used in a fair-
game procedure to determine whether an albedo collision will produce a pseudo-
particle. At each albedo event, the current weight of the albedo-transported particle
is compared with the "average weight" associated with the region and energy group
of the incident particle. If the weight of the albedo-transported particle is less than
the average weight, a Russian roulette game is played. The probability for survival
is

WGTINC

P" = WGTAVG(Ei,,) ' (4.1)

where \VGTINC is the weight of the incident albedo-transported particle and
WGTAVG(Ein) is the batch estimate of the appropriate "average weight." If a
random number is less than or equal to Ps, a pseudo-particle is banked with a
weight equal to WGTAVG(Ein). If the weight of a pseudo-particle is larger than
the average weight, the pseudo-particle is banked with its current weight.

The importance-by-direction procedure for generating pseudo-particles is based
on the angle (_)D between the direction of the incoming albedo-transported particle

and the vector connecting the albedo-event point to a "point of interest." The
biasing is accomplished in terms of [cos (®D/2)]", where n is an integer provided
by the user; when n = 0, the biasing procedure is turned off. The code determines
®D from the formula

ii. a = Ilfill• I 11cos(Ob) , (4.2)

where ii is the inward normal to the plane where the albedo event occurs and _ is the
vector connecting the point of the all)edo event to the point of interest. Equation
(4.2) can be rewritten as

COS (_D -- U(32im p -- ,2") nt- L'( YitnPdist- tj) Or- w(Zim p - z) , (4.3)

where

m )2 m )2 )2 1/2 (4.4)dist=[(a,i p-a" +(Tdi p-g +(Zimp--Z ] ;

U, V, and w are the direction cosines of the albedo particle; a', y, and z are the

coordinates of the Mbe(lo event; and .rimp, gimp, and Zimp are the coordinates of the
point of interest.

The survival probability is based on the half-magle OD/2. This ensures that
cos ®D/2 will assume a value between zero and one. A Russian roulette game is

played by comparing a random number with [cos( @D/2)] n If the random number
is greater than [cos(OD/2)]", no pseudo-particle is generated. If a pseudo-particle
is generated, it is stored in the bank with its weight corrected by the factor
[1/cos(®/2)] n To prevent the occurrence of particles with very large or even infinite
weights, a weight correction factor of 10 is applied to surviving pseudo-particles if
[cos(e/2)]" is less than 0.2.

The modified input file also provides an option for assigning probabilities

for generating :._seudo-particles by region and l_y energy group. The generation
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probability associated with the incident albedo-transported particle is compared to
. a random number. If the random nmnber is smaller than the generation probability,

a pseudo-particle is generated with the weight of the albedo-transported particle

. multiplied by the inverse of the probability.
Any of these biasing procedures can be turned off by the user. Because these

procedures may generate pseudo-particles with very large weights, the user must
exercise some caution in the choice of biasing parameters.

4.1.2 Fair-Game Transport of the Pseudo-Particles

An albedo-transported particle is reflected when it encounters an a.lbedo surface.
Its statistical weight is multiplied by the total albedo in order to correctly represent
the statistical nature of the reflection process. A pseudo-particle is created with the
same phase-space coordinates as the incident particle. To preserve the lair game,
pseudo-particles are not permitted to cross back through the surface of the albedo
medium because an albedo-reflected particle is only one of the possible outcomes
from the full transport of a pm'ticle witlfin the albedo medium. If a pseudo-particle
attempts to cross back through the albedo surface, it is eliminated, or killed, because

this event (reflection) is deterministically represented by the albedo data.
To eliminate pseudo-particles that try to cross back through the albedo surface,

a check is made at each collision site to determine if the ray connecting two successive
collision sites intersects the albedo surface. If an intersection of the albedo surface

" is detected, the pseudo-particle is killed. When several albedo surfaces are used,
the check is performed only with respect to the albedo surface at which the pseudo-
particle was created. 'ro accomplish this, two different hemispheres are associated
with each albedo surface, and within each hemisphere only one type of particle is
allowed to exist. Also, when next-event estimation is used, pseudo-particles are not
allowed to contribute to detectors for which the straight line connecting the collision
point to the detector intersects the albedo surface at which the pseudo-particle was
created.

Albedo data can be generated for nledia having planar, cylindrical, or spherical
surfaces. The relative position of a point to a plmmr surface is

SIGN = f_. e , (4.5)

where ii is the outward normal with respect to the albedo plane and r: is the vector
connecting the collision point to the point where the pseudo-particle was created.
Equation (4.5) can be rewritten as

SIGN=u,,(xo-X)+u,,(go-y)+w,,(zo-z) , (4.6)

where _,_, v,, and u,,, are the direction cosines of the outward normal to the plane;
x0, y0, and z0 are the coordina, tes _f a point on the plane; and .r, y, and z are
the coordinates of the point fl_r wlfich the relative position to the plane is desired.
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A positive value of SIGN indicates that the point (x, y, z) is within the same
hemisphere as the 1)ositive outward normal of the surface. In applying this equation
to the Monte Carlo transport of pseudo-particles, the (x, y, z) are the coordinates of

the pseudo-pm'ticle's next collision site. As long as tile value of SIGN is negative, the
tracking of the pseudo-particle continues. If a positive value of SIGN is calculated,
the pseudo-particle is killed.

For next-event estimation, essentially the same procedure is used. The

coordinates of the detector are used in place of the coordinates of the collision
point (x, y, z) in Eq. (4.6). The pseudo-particle will not make a contribution to a
detector if SIGN corresponding to that detector is positive.

For cylindrical or spherical geometry, the only check performed is to determine
if the distance from the collision point to the axis of the cylinder on the radial plane
or to the center of the sphere, respectively, is lm-gcr than the defining radius of the
body under consideration. Since albedo media are usually placed at the external
region of the cylinder or sphere, the pseudo-particle will be killed if it tries to enter
the body.

A pseudo-particle is killed if it cannot make contributions to any of the detectors
specified in the problem. This follows from Eq. (4.6) because the sign of SIGN
changes only if a pseudo-particle crosses back through the albedo surface, which
results in a l:.seudo-particle kill. This procedure saves computing time by preventing
the following of pseudo-particles that cannot contribute.

4.2 INCORPORATION OF A DISPLACED
POINT OF EMERGENCE

4.2.1 Determining the Point of Emergence from an Albedo Event

Traditional point albedos are generated by considering the point of emergence
from an albedo-type collision to be coincident with the point of incidence. The
use of such point albedos is considered acceptable m_d/or reasonably accurate if
the distance traveled by particles between two successive albedo events is large
compared with the mean free path of the radiation in the albedo medium. In other

words, as stated in Sect. 2, the dimensions of the reflecting region must be small
compared with the distance between tlm albedo event mhd the detector.

Using point albedos in problems in which the radiation field has streaming
components has the effect of retarding the transl)ort of the albedo-transported
particles. As a consequence, detector responses downstream are likely to be
underestimated. This effect can be expected on phenomenological grounds: because
of preferential scattering in the fl_rward direction, the reflected particle has a higher
probability of emerging at positions downstream from the point of incidence.

The most common al)i)lica.tions of the albedo concept are problems in which

particles stream inside ducts and cavities. Point albedo data can be used only
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for configurations in which the internal diameter of the duct (or cavity) is large
. compared with the radiation particle's mean free path.

Two different approaches are used in this research to mitigate this limitation.

L The first is the generation of a new set of albedo data with the advantage of
correcting the distortions that exist irt the available sets of albedo data. This
approach is discussed in Sect. 4.3. The second is to infer, from Monte Carlo
calculations, appropriate displacement corrections to the available point albedo
data. The formulation of an empirical relation to describe the displacement of

the emergent particle relative to the point of incidence is discussed here.
The major problem in incorporating this modification into the albedo-modified

random walk was that the information needed to calculate the "average displace-
ment" is gencrally unavailable. New calculations were needed to provide this
information.

A set of albedo-type calculations was performed with the MCNP code for
various combinations of the angle and energy of the incident source particles. The
weights of the reflected particles were counted within spatial bins on the albedo
surface. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic representation of the surface bins used in
the calculations. Only the total albedo for each surface area bin was estimated.

ORNL-DWG 91M-3116 FED

. Fig. 4.2. Schematic representation of the surface bins used in the MCNP
calculation to obtain a spatial description of the albedo reflection process for
concrete.
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The results for each surface bin were projected onto the direction defined by the
intersection of the albedo plane with the plane normal to the albedo plane, which

contains the direction of the incident source particles (the projection was performed
as if each bin were represented by a vector with its origin at the point of incidence of j
the source particles, with a direction defined by the relative position of the bin with
respect to the line of projection and a magnitude equal to the distance from the
point of incidence multiplied by the total albedo computed at the bin). By summing
over all projected vectors, a single distance (in mean free paths) between the point
of incidence and the "average point of emergence" was obtained for each incident

angle and energy combination. Figure 4.3 displays the average distance (in mean
free paths) as a function of the angle of incidence for the energies considered. A new
average distance that depends only on the angle of incidence can be determined.
Figure 4.4 displays the incident energy of the particle as a. function of the average
number of mean free paths from the incident point for each of the incident angles.
The average number of mean free paths is not independent of the incident energy
of the particle, but the dependence is clearly weaker than the dependence on the

angle of incidence. Therefore, the dependence on incident energy was neglected,
thus keeping the empirical results and required Monte Carlo procedures as simple
as possible.

j,
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D

The results in Fig. 4.3 were used to derive a fitting function. The parameters
for the function were determined by minimizing the deviations from the calculated

points. The derived fornmla for the displacement of the point of emergence for
ordinary concrete is

p = 0.025(90 - Oo)/PT , (4.7)

where p is the displacement in centimeters, 190 is the incident angle of the particle
measured from the albedo plane, and ET is the total cross section corresponding to
the energy group of the incident particle (reciprocal of the mean free path).

This simplified approach was incorporated into the albedo procedure to
demonstrate the influence of the point of emergence on the final results of a
calculation. This emergent point represents the average displacement from the
point of incidence over ali possible outcomes. Symmetry of the diffusion process
inside a medium leads to the observation that the displacement vector that defines

the so-called average point of emergence nmst lie in the plane normal to the albedo
• surface.
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4.2.2 Implementing the Point of Emergence in the Random Walk

The lvlORSE code was modified to make tile generated point of emergence
information available to the albedo-modified random walk. The fitting function and
the particle's incident polar angle were used as described in Sect. 4.2.1 to calculate
the average displacement for each albedo collision. The subroutine ALBDO of the
MORSE/BREESE code package was modified to accommodate the displacement
during the random walk.

A new subroutine, called GOMES, 6 was written to transfer the particle from
the point of incidence to the point of emergence; it also determines the new region
and medium numbers at the point of emergence. The displacement of the point of
emergence may result in the creation of an albedo-displaced pseudo-particle inside
an albedo region. If this occurs, the emergent particle is banked as if it were a
pseudo-particle, and its tracking is resumed with that of the other pseudo-particles
after all the source particles have been processed. However, the albedo-displaced

pseudo-particle is not killed by rely albedo plane and its tracking is performed in
a full-transport mod.(y--tracking of the albedo particle that was being followed is
terminated as if the albedo particle has been absorbed by the albedo medium, and
the next source particle in the bank is processed. As a consequence, up to two
pseudo-particles may be created at the same albedo event, one at the point of
incidence heading in the salne direction as the incident paa-ticle and a second at
the point of emergence heading in the direction dictated by the albedo reflection
process. If the pseudo-particle option is turned off, an emergent particle that is ,
displaced to points inside an albedo region is killed.

4.3 INCORPORATION OF SPATIALLY DEPENDENT
ALBEDO DATA

4.3.1 Generating a New Set of Albedo Data with TORT

The 3-D discrete ordinates code TORT has an advantage over Monte Carlo
codes in providing a detailed description of the radiation field in terms of easily
accessible discrete ordinates fluxes. To obtain the same level of detail in a Monte

Carlo calculation, much more computer time would be required and the calculation

would be prohibitively expensive. To calculate albedo data, the boundary angular
fluxes are required. The version of the TORT code distributed by RSIC does not
have this feature, so it was modified to make this information available.

The TORT code provides several modes for the flux sweep, including the linear
or diamond difference model, the step model, and the semianalytical methods
(nodal and characteristic). Calculating albedo data is a very difficult problem for

discrete ordinate codes because of the punctual, monoenergetic, monodirectional
characteristic of the source term. To avoid the propagation or even the occurrence
of negative angular fluxes in the results, the available modes were studied to identify
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the best one for generating albedo data. The method that leads to overall positivity
. of the angular fluxes was the characteristic method, using the highest order of flux

expansion available in the code. The diamond difference model and the step model,
even with negative flux fix-up, produced negative scalar fluxes. The nodal methodJ

did not produce negative scalar fluxes for high-order expansions of the flux, but
occasional negative angular fluxes were observed. The characteristic method was
the only procedure that exhibited an overall positivity in the scalar and angular
fluxes with an acceptable flux shape distribution.

Unfortunately, the characteristic method is very expensive (it requires about
three times as much computer time as the diamond difference option for this
problem). Given the number of runs required to calculate a set of albedo data,
this additional computational expense makes a dramatic difference in the overall
cost. However, improvements can be made to specialize the code for e_cient albedo
generation, and some of these improvements will reduce the required computer time
by a factor of two or more.

A set of albedo data was generated for concrete using $10 quadrature (145
directions) and a P3 set of cross sections with 25 neutron groups and 12 photon
groups. A concrete block, 2 m x 2m x 1.5m, was modeled with a13 x 13 x-y
spatial mesh and 9 mesh space,,; in the direction of the inward normal of the albedo
plane.

The directional flux, N, was written as it was calculated for each direction,
energy, and spatial position on the albedo plane. To transform the directional flux

• into corresponding albedo data, the relationship

Nm ,i,j,g I'Ym #m (4.8)
O_mo,go,m,i,j,g "--- Smo,io,jo,go WmoAio,jo_rno

is used. Here c_,n0,g0,,_,i,j,g is the triply differential albedo for particles incident at
the quadrature-defined direction mo, within th,_ energy group go, which emerge at
the quadrature-defined direction rn, at the spatial mesh point (i,j), and within the

energy group g; Nm,i,j,g is the directional flux; IlZm is the quadrature weight for
direction m; #ra = COSI_; Smo,io,jo,go is the source strength; and Aio,jo is the surface
area of the spatial mesh into which the source is input.

The value of the albedo for each combination of the incident energy and direction
is computed and added to create a joint cunmlative probability distribution. The
steps needed to manipulate and format the data into forms suitable for use by the
modified version of the MORSE code are described in Sect. 4.3.2.

4.3.2 Processing tile Spatially Dependent Albedo Data

The mechanics of processing and using a set of spatially dependent albedo,4

data differ considerably from those of such a set's 2-D counterpart. The spatial
distribution of the points of emergence is added to the albedo data, and the
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symmetry of the angular flux to the plane defined by tile incident direction and
the normal to tile albedo plane no longer holds for the whole domain of the spatial
variable.

An interface code called ALBFAC3D was developed to read the TORT files

that contain the angular distribution of the emergent flux at the albedo plasm and
to generate tile probability distribution tables. ALBFAC3D writes a file with the
albedo information in a format statable for input into a modified version of the
subroutine ALBIN of the MORSE/BREESE package. The marginal-to-conditional
probability distribution sampling scheme was changed to accommodate the adjoint
mode, which was not procedurally possible with the conventional scheme in the
BREESE code. The marginal probability distributi'm for the reflected albedo
particles in the ALBFAC3D code is the energy distribution; the singly conditional
probability distribution is for the spatial variable; the doubly conditional probability
distribution is for the polar angle; and the triply conditional probability distribution
is for the azimuthal probability distribution. This modification in the order of

sampling the variables results in a modified normalization procedure through the
use of a different scheme of summation. The procedure is implemented in the
ALBFAC3D code as follows.

The total albedo for an incident energy (E_ °) and q level (19o °) is

I J N 1/1 N

aT(E;°' 19o°) = _ Z Z Z _ °'(E°°' 19°"°; E_,Xj, Yk, 197, Cn) , (4.9)
i=io 1 1 1 1 •

• _I 0
where E_° and 19o are the incident energy group and incident fl level in the
quadrature set, respectively. The ith outgoing energy group is El, and I
represents the total number of outgoing energy groups; Xj and Yk are displacement
components parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the projection of the
incident direction of the particle on the albedo plane, for which J and K are the

total numbers of emergent points considered for the parallel and perpendicular
components, respectively. The angle 19_nrepresents the rnth outgoing 7/level out of
a total number AI of outgoing q levels. The angle ¢, is the nth outgoing azimuthal

angle out of a maxinmm number N of azinmthal angles in the quadrature set.
The particle's outgoing energy group from an albedo event is selected according

to
i 1 J h" M N

Z ZZZ_-'_ c_'(Ei°°'®o'°;E_'Xj'Y_''@]''¢')

edfE(Eo ° _''°'E_')= i=io 1 1 1 1x'J 0 5

Cirri,( E; 0 (21nino"_'0 ) .,

(4.10)
where cdfE represents the cumulative marginal probability of a particle being
scattered from energy group i0 into one of the energy groups i0 to il.
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The conditional cdf for the displacement in the direction parallel to the
. projection of the particle's incident direction on the albedo plane is

jt K M N

EEEE (E;0  ,o0 .. ,• ,-'o Ei,Xj, Yk OF,ck.)

_ " r 1 1 1 ' (4.11)cdfx(E o o 0 Ei,.x_,)=' ' ' J K hl N

E E E E_(E;°,o_0,E_;x,,_, o_,,,)
1 1 1 1

and the cdf for the displacement in the direction perpendicular to the projection of

the particle's incident direction on the albedo plane is
k t a M N

E E E E°(E;°,o;-o,E_;x_,r_,or,_,,)
• 1 1 1 1

cdfy(Eio°'®J°°'Ei';Yk')= g ,_ M N . (4.12)

E E E E_(E0°,o:0,E_;X_,r_,or,_°)
1 1 1 1

Note that cdfx and cdfy are mutually independent.
The conditional cdf's for the emergent 7/ level and emergent azimuthal angle

depend on three other variables. The number of discrete vMues of a variable

that must be stored is equal to the number of discrete values of the considered
variable multiplied by the matrix of discrete values of all the variables on which the
considered variable depends. To minimize the storage requirement for the discrete

values of the emergent 7/ levels and emergent azimuthM angles, the distributions
• of these two variables can be collapsed into super-regions of the spatial variables

by indicating, through an input parameter to the ALBFAC3D code, the number of
spatial mesh points that make up a super-region. In the following formulation for
the q level and azimuthal angle cdf's, JK denotes the total number of super-regions,
XY denotes the super-region, and jk denotes the index of the super-region. The
cdf for the outgoing 7/level is

mt N

_,_(E_O,Oo0,rl,xvj,.,,or, _.)
1 1

cdfo(E_°, O_'°, E__,XY_k,;0_') = M N
TrIO _Z _°(E; °,Oo,E_,x_, o_ _,,)

1 1

(4.13)

and the cdf for the azimuthal angle is

TI 1

'a(E; °, 0_ '°, El, Xrd.k,, 07', ¢,,)
• 1

cdf_,(E_°, 0_°,E;', XYjk,, 01'; ¢., ) = N

• _-'_o,(E_O, 0y°, E], XY)k,, ®7'; ck,,)
I

(4.14)
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The ALBFAC3D code can collapse the number of spatial positions for which the

emergent angular distribution is calculated to any number specified by the user.

For the data to be collasped correctly, the user must provide an input matrix

that relates the original mesh space distribution to the super-regions. During the

sampling process implemented in the modified version of the subroutine ALBDO,

the emergent position (j, k indexes of the emergent mesh) is sampled before the

emergent direction is selected. Then at the time of sampling the emergent direction

ALBDO has all the necessary information, which consists of the spatial indices j

and k of the emergent mesh and input matrix, to select the emergent direction

from the conditional probability distribution for the super-regions. This collapsing

capability of the ALBFAC3D code is very useful in reducing the memory space

required for the MORSE run, without losing any detail of the description of the

point of emergence. The direction distribution is less sensitive to collapsing than

the spatial distribution.

To make the MORSE code compatible with the spatially dependent albedo data

generated by the ALBFAC3D code, a new version of the subroutine ALBIN was

written. The new subroutine, ALBIN3D, allows the user to choose either point

or spatially dependent albedos through a new input parameter. The subroutine

ALBDO, which performs the albedo reflection process, was also modified and

renamed ALBDO3D. The subroutine ALBDO3D allows both forward and adjoint .
modes of analysis, as discussed in Sect. 5, and is compatible with the albedo data

set generated by the modified TORT code and processed by the ALBFAC3D code.

The modified subroutines and interface codes replace the BREESE system of

the MORSE/BREESE package. The new package for formatting, manipulating,

and using the spatially dependent albedo data is known as MORSE/STORh_.

4.3.3 Generation of Adjoint Albedo Data

4.3.3.1 Reciprocity relationship for forward and adjuncton albedos

A reciprocity relationship for the forward and adjuncton albedos was developed

to demonstrate that, with proper interpretation and processing, the forward albedo

data have a simple relationship with their adjoint counterparts, thereby eliminating

the need for sepea'ate albedo calculations of the adjuncton albedos. (An adjuncton

is a hypothetical particle transported in the _ - -1) direction during the generation

of random walks in an adjoint XIonte Carlo calculation.) The derivation considers a

semi-infinite medium with a radiation particle incident on the albedo surface at the

spatial position t0. This albedo model assumes that the particle emerges from an

albedo surface at the spatial position rl. In general, albedos calculated with discrete

ordinates methods are point albedos rather than the phenomenologically correct

spatially dependent al_bedos. The two albedo models are schematically illustrated

in Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.5. Schematic representation of the reflection process using point, and
spatially dependent albedo data.

To establish a general reciprocity relationship between the forward and adjunc-
ton albedos, the forward transport equation for the angular flux with phase space

coordinates (_,E, fl) resulting from a unit surface source at (r0,E0,_10)is written
as

_. V(I)(_ E,_I; _0, E0, li0) + ET(_,E)(_(_,E,{I;_o,Eo,_Io)
" oo 47r

= , ; , -+_)
a

Similarly, the transport equation for the adjoint flux with phase-space coordinates

(_, E, li) resulting from a unit adjoint surface source at (Pi, El, hl) is written as

-1"_. _7(I)+(_, E, _'1;rl, El, _1) + ET(r,E)d2+(r,E,(I;rI,EI,_'II)

jf0_ jr04" _ --_ _, (4.16)
= dE'd_l' _+(_,E',fI';_I,EI,(I1)Es(E E',fl --, )

In these formulations, the source terms are considered external to the system volume
and are therefore represented as surface sources. Equation (4.15) is n mltipSed by
• + and Eq. (4.16) by 4); the resulting equations are subtracted and integrated over
the system volume:

v(_+_'l • Vq_ + _fi. V_+)dv

= dO'dE'dv _+(_,E,_;_,,E,,fil)_,(E'--+ E,(_'_ ft)
(4.17)

• x ¢'(_,E',(_'; %,Eo,fio)- d_l'dE'dv (I:'(_,E,_; _'o,Eo,(_o)

, ft' E' -'x E_(E ---, E' fi _ )':I:'+(_, ,f_ ;_a,Ea,f_a)
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According to vector calculus,

!

By using Eq. (4.18), Eq. (4.17) can be rewritten as

sri" flOO+ ds

oo j£o4 _r--- _ f d_'_tdE:dv [_-t-(r,E,_;rl,El,_l)_,-_s( Et -'_ E, _t -'+ _) (4.19)

fO(f , E, _'; fo, Eo, _lo)] d_'l'dE' dv[ O( f , E , _l; _'o,Eo, (lo )x - ._

_! _ - Ix _s(E-_ E',_ _ )ff2+(r E,_ ;r],El,_l)]

Since the source terms are represented as sm'face sources, the product Oq_+ does
not vanish on the surface. The value of ¢(_) for ft. _ < 0 is

1 S(_o,Eo,no)= 1 _(_-_o)_(h.ho)_(E-Eo). (4.20)
¢(_,)..0<0 = co_O----_ If_n01

Since O+(f) is the value of a radiation particle at f, the value of _+(_) for ft. _t > 0
is

1 S+(_1, E_,D_) = 1 ,5(_-f_)6(O._t_)f(E-E_) (4.21)q_+
,_.n>o - cos O1 lr1- _11

It follows that

[__. n®®+d_=-/_ _(,_,- _o/_/n.ao_(z- z0_++_,

(4.22)

= -6(_'l. _o)6(E- Eo)rS+(ro,E,_;f_,E_,_)

-4-6( ft' fi_ )6(E - E1 )_(I'], E, _t; _0, E0, D0)

Substituting Eq. (4.22) into Eq. (4.17) and integrating over energy and solid angle

yields

- d_'l dE _(_'l. flo)_)(E- Eo)C_+(fo,E,_l'rl. El,_'ll)

+ d_ dE 6(_. fil)6(E -. E1)d2(_o,E,_t;ro,Eo,_'lo)
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= d_'dE'dfi dE dv{[O+(_,E, fi;_l,El,fil) (4.23)

x Es(E' _ E,_'_ _) x ¢,(_,E_, _'; _o, Eo,_o)]

fZ', E' fi'E,
× ¢+(_, E, l_l;_1, E1,1_ll )]}

The last integral in Eq. (4.23) is identically zero, and evaluating the energy and
solid-angle integrals results in the relationship

¢(_1, El, 1_ll;_0, E0,1_10)= _+(_0, E0,1_10;_1, El,l_ll) (4.24)

The _ term in Eq. (4.24) is usually interpreted physically as a differential
albedo that describes the reflected angular flux associated with an incident unit
current; that is, _(_l,El,_'ll;_o,Eo,_'lo)dP1 is the reflected angular flux in dP1
about rl, El, 1_11due to a unit source (current) on the albedo surface at r0, E0, l_10.

The _+ term in Eq. (4.24) may be interpreted as a value or importance function;
that is, _+(r0, E0,1_10;rl, El, 1_ll)dP1 is the value associated with a particle incident
on the albedo surface with phase-space coordinates (_0,E0,1_10) that results in a
reflected particle of unit "ralue that emerges in dP1 about (rl, El, 1_11).

• A more useful interpretation of _+ is in terms of adjunctons, the hypothetical

particles transported in the l'_ - -l_l direction during the generation of random
, walks in an adjoint Monte Carlo calculation. The adjuncton albedo _+ correspond-

ing to _+ is

_+(_o,Eo,ho;P,,E_,h_)dPo= ¢+(_o,Eo,-_o;P,,E,,-_,)dPo , (4.25)

which is the reflected adjuncton angular flux in dPo about r0, E0, lzl0 resulting from
an incident unit adjuncton current with phase-space coordinates rl, El, lzll.

With Eq. (4.25), Eq. (4.24) can be rewritten as

• ,(_l,El,fll;}0,E0,1_10) = _+(r0,E0,1_10;rl,El,l_l_) , (4.26)

where the subscript a denotes albedos based on emergent angular flux rather than
on emergent current. Following the standard convention, the symbol c_ denotes
albedos based on emergent current.

According to Eq. (4.26), the forward angular albedo @ that describes the
(_0, E0,1el0 ---,_,E_,I_ll) reflection is identical to the adjuncton angular albedo _+
that describes the (_,E_,_/_ ---+r0,E0,_0)reflection. Therefore, a transformation
of the forward angular flux data to create the adjuneton albedos should be possible;
the direct calculation of the adjuneton angular albedos _+ should not be required.
The format of the forward angular albedo data is similar to that of the differential
scattering cross-section data, and a similar transpose of the forward angular albedo
• _ data during processing creates the a + data set used during the reflection of
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adjunctons. Certain derived quantities such as the total albedos and the cdf's

for selection of reflected energy group and direction are also calculated. These

quantities are necessarily different from their forward counterparts because the

various summations required during normalization procedures are over the (Eo, _'lo)

space rather than over the (E1,_1) space.

4.3.3.2 Generation procedure and data manipulation

A standard input option for generating adjoint albedo data is included in

ALBFAC3D. The calculation of the total adjuncton albedo is similar to that of

its forward counterpart, but the indexes in the summation over i are modified to

correctly describe the flow of an adjoint calculation, giving, as a result, an a +

that is different from C_T. The adjoint total albedo is calculated by a procedure in
ALBFAC3D as

il J I; M N

O:'_- ( Eli , _) 11 ) -'- EEEEEOg.(Eio,O_;E[I,Xj, t"'_,Orl,I_)rl ) • (4.27)

i--1 1 1 1 1

The summation is performed over the incident energy groups and polar angles. The

index for the azimuthal angle varies as it does for the forward mode.

The outgoing energy of an adjuncton experiencing an albedo event is very similar

to that of its forward counterpart. The most important difference is that adjunctons

scatter upward in energy--that is, from low energy groups to a higher energy

group. The cumulative distribution table for adjuncton albedo energy reflects this

difference. The forward angular flux generated by a discrete ordinates code is used

for generating the probability table, but the indices for the summation are modified

to reflect the backward flow of the adjunctons. In ALBFAC3D, the cdf for an

adjuncton's outgoing energy is

il J K hi N

cdf+(E{: @_:. E00) = i=io I 1 1 1

(4.28)

The energy index il, which is the upper limit for the summation performed over the

energy groups, is fixed, and the index i0, which is the lower limit of the summation,

varies. The summation over the 77level, represented by the variables (91: and O_n,

is performed in reverse order, so that it is over the incoming 71 level and not over

the outgoing r/level.
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The adjoint displacement cdf is calculated as

' jl K M N

cdf E_ _,0_' E_ °'Xjo)= s I; M N

E E E E_(z0°,o_,z_,;xj,y_,o_,,_o/
1 1 1 1

(4.29)
where the same modification of indices is performed, and the displacement selection
procedure is performed for the adjuncton as it would be for a forward particle. The

procedure for cdf + is the same.
The cdf to select the outgoing 77level is

mo N

E Eo(Eo°,or,E_',X_o,0_',_o)
cdf E ' 0_' E_°,X}jko;O_ °) -- M N

E E°(E;°,o_,E{',XV_,,o,07"_o)
1 1

(4.30)
and the cdf for the azimuthal angle is

p

ll0

'a (E _° , O '_°, E _, X Yj k, , O '_ ' , ¢ . )
• " :" 1

cdf-_(E'_'' O'_,E_°'X} jko,O'_°; ono) = N

E " " Til
a( Eo°, ®o°, Ei, XYjk, , ®, '; Cn)

1

(4.31)
It is easy to see that the cumulative probability distribution for the adjuncton is
exactly the same as for its forward counterpart, except that the angles have opposite
signs because the adjuncton's direction is opposite to that of its forward counterpart.
A schematic representation of the azimuthal reflection process is presented in
Fig. 4.6. The incident direction for the forward mode is the emergent direction for
the adjoint mode. The probability of reflection between the two directions remains
the same (for both forward and adjoint modes) as stated earlier, but the direction
of measuring the angles is inverted. This has no effect on the polar angle, which is
measured from the normal to the plane, but it does have an effect on the sign of
the azimuthal angle.

" 4.3.4 Normalization Factors for Adjoint Calculations

. The MORSE code is designed to perform adjoint calculations in much the
same way as forward calculations. The input instructions and the cross-section
sets are given in the forward format, and the code makes the necessary inversions.
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Fig. 4.6. Forward and adjoint azimuthal albedo distributions for fixed incident
energy and angle and for fixed outgoing energy and polar angle.

Adjoint source and estimation procedures that can be described by standard input

parameters produce responses that are intrinsically made compatible with their
forward counterparts by the code. If estimation or source routines are provided
by the user, a careful analysis is needed to ensure that the adjoint responses are

correctly normalized. Using adjuncton-albedo data in a Monte Carlo adjoint mode
of analysis requires no additional normalization factors, and the same normalization
procedures used for a normal adjoint calculation can be applied.

The Monte Carlo estimate of the effect of interest A for the forward mode is

given by the functional

Afor=_/ P_(_,E,f_)'I2(_,E,f_)d_dEd(_ , (4.32)

where P'_(_,E,_) is the response fimction of $ due to a unit angular flux with

direction _, energy E, and position _, and ¢'(_,E,_) is the time-independent
angular flux. This functional is automatically evaluated by MORSE, and the result
is normalized to provide an answer in terms of a unit source particle. The total
effect of interest is then determined by multiplying the Monte Carlo estimate for
the effect of interest by the strength of the source term.

In the adjoint mode, the relationship between the adjuncton angular flux
_:*(_, E, f_) and the adjoint response function S(_, E, f_) is

,x aj=/E fr/S(e,E, dE d_, (4.33)

where S(_, E, _)is the forward source term with direction _, energy E, and position
_, and X*(i',E,f_) is the time-independent adjoint angular flux due to the adjoint
source term P* (_. E, _).
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Equation (4.33) can be rewritten in terms of energy groups by replacing the
. integral over the energy with a summation over the energy groups,

G

g=l

where Sg(_,_)isthe forwardsourceterm forenergy group g, with direction

and position_,and X'_(_,_) isthetime-independentadjunctonangularfluxforthe

energy group g, with direction 1:1and position _.
The Monte Carlo estimate for ,k should produce exactly the same values for both

the forward and the adjoint modes of analysis, but because of the code nornaalization

procedures, this may not be true for all cases.
To evaluate the normalization factors that the code includes in the final answer

and additional factors that should be applied by the user, it is important to

perform a step-by-step analysis of the normalization procedure. Accordingly, brief
descriptions of the units and the nature of the physical variables used in evaluating
the functionals are presented.

In Eq. (4.32), the response function p4> is a value function and as such carries
the units of response per unit fluence. The units of the effect of interest for the

,, forward mode are the response associated with P_.
The source term of the forward Monte Carlo mode of analysis is a differential

• distribution,
Sfo, = S(_,E,_) (4.35)

When the functional of the effect of interest in the adjoint mode is evaluated, the

same normalization procedures used in the forward mode are applied by the code

(except for the energy, which is discussed later). The functional for the effect of
interest in the adjoint mode is evaluated [Eq. (4.29)] using the adjuncton angular
flux and the adjoint response function, which is the forward source term. It is well
known that the adjoint flux is not a differential distribution and has the units of

response per unit particle.
MORSE executes the same procedures for an adjoint mode as for the forward

mode. The normalization factor applied to the adjoint source is

= i S*(P) dP (4.36)N_dj

This follows because MORSE is designed to normalize the source term to unity

• regardless of units. As an example, consider a point adjoint source (which
corresponds to a point detector in the forward mode) for which the forward group
response functions are set equal to unity (isotropic flux detector) for G energy

groups. II1 this case the adjoint source normalization factor is
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NaSdJ-- i P¢(E,_)dE d_= E 74,_d_t (4.37) .
= 47rG

i

As a consequence, the results of an adjoint calculation must be multiplied by the

factor 47rG. The user enters the source energy spectrum with the E1 card in the
MORSE input file, and the code automatically multiplies the Monte Carlo estimate
by the summation of tile values entered by the E1 card. In this example, this
summation equals G.

Therefore, the adjoint estimate can be made to yield essentially .,he same answer
as the forward calculation (response per unit source particle) if the adjoint estimate
is divided by the source normMization factor,

Naddj -" i Radj (P)
dP (4.38 )

In the adjoint mode, MORSE sees the forward source S(P) as a response function
Radj(P) and does not automatically normalize it. As ml example, consider a forward
isotropic point source defined over N energy groups, which in the forward case has

a uniform probability of being sampled. Then Eq. (4.38) can be evaluated as

N (4.39) •

and the4_'N normalizatonfactorfortheforwardsourcedoesinfactmultiplythe

adjointestimate.Therefore,the adjointNIORSE hlonteCarlo answer must be

dividedby thisfactor.Inthisexamplethe 4r_factorscancelout,but thismay not
be thecasefordifferentcalculations.

5. RESULTS

5.1 THE STANDARD MORSE/BREESE PACKAGE

With the MORSE/BREESE package, the MORSE Monte Carlo random walk
is modified by the albedo event such that particle transport is not performed
within albedo media. Next-event estimation is performed at each albedo event;
the probability that a particle will be reflected in the direction of the detector
is multiplied by the probability for uncollided transport of the particle to the
detector. The standard MORSE/BREESE package makes contributions only to
detectors in the hemisphere of the incident particle. This means that certain
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potentially very important contributions from other albedo media cannot be
, included. This assumption might produce acceptable results if the effect of interest

is not measurably affected by contributions from collisions inside the albedo region.
It therefore follows that a careful use of the next-event estimator in conjunctiond

with albedo-modified random walks is required.

The boundary-crossing estimator receives contributions from particles that
actually cross designated surfaces and does not allow estimation at positions other
than those enclosed by albedo surfaces.

The shield configuration shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 was studied to evaluate
the performance of both estimators. The concrete composition used and the

energy group structure of the cross sections are presented in Ref. 6. Monte Carlo
solutions were obtained for each type of estimator and compared with full-transport
MORSE and MCNP benchmarks for this problem. Table 5.1 presents the results,

the fractional standard deviations, and the figures of merit for each case. The
MORSE/BREESE calculations underestimate the correct answer, even though the
fractional standard deviations are relatively small. The next-event and boundary-

crossing estimators do not yield the same results, and the standard deviation for
the boundary-crossing estimator is large even after 5,000,000 particles have been

" ORNL-DWG91-3121 FED

Fig. 5.1. Three-dimensional view of the geometry of tile sample problenl.
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Fig. 5.2. Shield configuration and detector locations for the sample problem.

processed. Clearly, the MORSE/BREESE code package does not faithfully model
the sample problem.

The problem solved presents a complex geometry" a three-legged streaming path
for the radiation and a small physical size. The traditional "corner effect" could lead

to the large discrepancies observed in the results, because the albedos calculated for
semi-infinite media do not correctly represent the full-transport behavior near the
intersections of albedo surfaces. Nonphysical distortions of the radiation field occur

when two adjacent albedo surfaces intersect to form a corner. Calculations were
performed with full transport within a concrete wedge at each corner to determine
whether this would mitigate the problem. The results are shown in Table 5.2. These
results are much closer to the benchnmrk results than those calculated without full

transport at the corners. The next-event estimator detector and the boundary-
crossing estimator detector located at the exit of the duct had significant gains with

• e • However,full transport at the corn.rs, the results are still significantly lower than
the benchmark answers. Detectors at other positions did not demonstrate the same
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Table 5.1. Results for benchmark cases (full-transport MORSE and MCNP) and for
, the standard MORSE/BREESE package using next-event and

boundary-crossing estimators

o Code

MORSE/BREESE

MORSE MCNP Next-event Boundary-
crossing

Source particles 500,000 3,000,000 1,000,000 5,000,000
processed
Total flux a

Detector 1 1.0618 × 10-5 1.1549 x 10-5 3.9303 × 10-7 5.8597 x 10-8

Detector 2 3.3060 x 10-5 3.30359 x 10-5 2.0154 × 10-6

Detector 3 6.8373 x 10-5 7.35721 x 10-5 8.1034 × 10-6

Fractional stand-
ard deviation

Detector 1 0.0161 0.0267 0.0013 0.12015

Detector 2 0.0310 0.0272 0.0034

Detector 3 0.0240 C0330 0.00001

• Figure of merit b
Detector ! 3.67 m 17,584 1.19

Detector 2 0.99 -- 2,571

Detector 3 1.65 -- 2.97 x 108

aUnits: neutrons.cm-2.(source neutrons)-l.s -1.
bl/(Tc2), where T is the computer time and c 2 is the variance associated with the results.

improvements. The problem of estimating to detectors outside the albedo surface
envelope remained unresolved, primarily because of the very restricted nature of
the albedo statistical estimation procedure.

5.2 THE PSEUDO-PARTICLE MODIFICATION

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 present results for the sample problem of Sect. 5.1, calculated

" with the modified version of the MORSE/BREESE code package that creates and
tracks pseudo-particles inside albedo regions. No biasing technique was applied

,. when tracking pseudo-particles or albedo particles in a full-transport mode at the
corners (Table 5.4). However, the survival biasing techniques described in Sect. 4.1.1
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Table 5.2. Results for benchmark case (full-transport MORSE) and for

the MORSE/BREESE package using next-event and boundary-
crossing estimators with full transport at the comers

t

Code

MORSE/BREESE

MORSE Next-event Boundary-
crossing

Source particles 500,000 500,000 1,000,000
processed
Total fluxa

Detector 1 1.0618 × 10-5 2.7672 × 10-6 8.6265 × 10-7

Detector 2 3.3060 × 10-5 4.4297 × 10-6

Detector 3 6.8373 × 10-5 1.1727 × 10- 5 m

Fractional stand-
ard deviation

Detector 1 0.0161 0.0462 0.1195

Detector 2 0.0310 0.00453

Detector 3 0.0240 0.00179 --

Figure of merit b
Detector 1 3.67 4.18 1.56

Detector 2 0.99 435

Detector 3 1.65 2786

aUnits: neutronsocm-2o(source neutrons) -1 os-1.

bl/(T_2), where T is the computer time and c 2 is the variance associ-
ated with the results.

were u_ed in the generation of pseudo-particles. In Tables 5.3 and 5.4, case 1 has

ilo biasing. For case 2, the average weight of the albedo-transported particles was
used for biasing the generation of pseudo-particles; for case 3, cosine biasing; and
for case 4, probabilities assigned by energy group and by geometry region.

In Table 5.3, significant improvements are evident for all detectors, in particular
for those located behind albedo surfaces (detectors 2 and 3). The cosine biasing
scheme was found to be the best option for this problem. Assigning probabilities by

energy group and region might have been more effective if the input probabilities
had been based on adjoint information. -.

The calculations for tile cases in Table 5.4 were performed with full transport
at the corners. The results fl_r detector 1 are about 50% lower than those without
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full transport at the corners. This difference can be explained by the position
- of the albedo surface behind the concrete wedge at the corner closest to the

source. Pseudo-particles that would have been created at this surface would

not be permitted to contribute to any detector; thus, no pseudo-particles were
created at this surface. Results for detector 2 are only about 20% lower when a

wedge of concrete is placed at the corners, as would be expected because of the

lesser importance of the "lost" pseudo-particles with respect to the response of

this detector. The improved performance of detector 3 is due to albedo particles
scattered back from the corner albedo surface nearest tile source (Fig. 5.2). This

implies that pseudo-particles may represent the transport through corners very well

and that placing a concrete wedge at the corners with an albedo surface behind the

wedge has an adverse effect on the accuracy of the estimates.

5.3 .aVERAGE DISPLACEMENT OF THE

POINT OF EMERGENCE

As described in Sect. 4.2, the MCNP code was used to estimate the average

displacement of the point of emergence from the point of incidence of an albedo

event. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the radial distance and angular position
distributions of the total albedo for a 14-MEV neutron entering a concrete block

ORNL-DWG 91-3123 FED
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Fig. 5.3. Angular positions of emergent particles in relation to point of incidence.
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Fig. 5.4. Radial distance from point of incidence to point of emergence.

e

with a polar angle of 75 °. The emergent directional distribution in Fig. 5.3 is highly

peaked in the forward direction. Therefore, the point of emergence is more likely to
be downstream from the point of incidence. Figure 5.4 shows that the displacement

is significant and should not be neglected and that the most important component

of the total displacement is that associated with the forward direction (180°).

Table 5.5 presents results obtained with the modified version of the

_IORSE/BREESE package that includes pseudo-particle generation and displace-

ment of the point of emergence. Cases 1-4 represent different biasing techniques,

as discussed in Sect. 5.2. The accuracy of the results (relative to the MORSE
"C

benchmark) improves from the previous 2o;_ (low) for pseudo-particles without

displacement to approximately 10% (low). This deviation remains constant for

all three detectors, suggesting a better characterization of the radiation field, in

contrast to the results presented in Tables 5.1-5.4.

Table 5.6 presents the results of calculations with pseudo-particle generation,

displacement of the point of emergence, and full transport at the corners. Again,

adding a concrete wedge decreases the estimated responses at detectors 1 and 2.

This consistency in the trends further demonstrates that pseudo-particles represent

the particle transport through the corner better than the inclusion of a concrete

wedge. The results with full transport at the corners are higher than those of
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Table 5.4 because of the downstream displacement at the albedo surfaces behind

" the concrete wedges.

Another feature is the improvement by 20 to 30% in the figure of merit for

•- the calculations that include the displacement of tile point of emergence. This

improvement is significant because it indicates that the additional computer time

spent in performing the displacement phase of the albedo-transported particles was

accompanied by a significant decrease in the variance, probably due to more uniform

contributions to the detectors. In some cases, the figures of merit for results that

included the displacement of the point of emergence decreased in value.

Table 5.7 presents results obtained by projecting the displacement vector (which

has a nmgnitude equal to the absolute length of the displacement and a direction

equal to that of the incident particle projected onto the albedo plane) onto the

direction of the axis of the duct. Some improvement was obtained using this

displacement procedure, in particulm" for the detector at the exit of the duct. In

this procedure, no weight correction is applied to the albedo particle because of

this "bias" in the direction of the displacement. The results indicate that this

assumption is acceptable for the sample problem, but a universal application of this

procedure may be questionable because of a tendency to underestimate the results

at other positions (as can be seen by comparing the results presented in Tables 5.5

and 5.7).

Table 5.8 presents results for calculations with the displacement in the direction

. of the axis of the duct and full transport at the corners. These results are lower

than those in Table 5.7 by about the same percentage that separates the results in
Tables 5.5 and 5.6.

5.4 GENERATION OF NEW ALBEDO DATA

For the calculations discussed in Sects. 5.2 and 5.3, essentially ali of the

"lost" i_fformation for a particle experiencing an albedo event is recovered using

the standard albedo data, but the results are still consistently low. Under these

conditions, the validity of the standard albedo data must be questioned.

The assumption that tlm albedo data correctly describe the true reflection

process was not supported by these calmllations. A new set of calculations was

performed with the .-NICNP code to benchmark the angular distribution of the albedo

data for a semi-infinite concrete mediunl in plane geometry. The polar angular

distributions of the point albedos calculated with the MCNP code did agree with

the distributions of the standard albedo data, but the azimuthal distributions of

the available albedo data were shown t() be more is_)tropic and the scattering more

preferentially in the backward directions than indicated by MCNP distributions.

Fig_lres 5.5 and 5.6 sh()w the azinmthal distrilmtions calculated with the MCNP
code and those from a standard albedo data set for two different combinations of

incident polar angle and energy. The plots are displayed f()r five 71 levels. Level 1
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corresponds to the largest and level 5 to the smallt'st cosine of the l)olar angle in
the quadrature set. Within each level, smaller abscissa values correspond to more
forward azimuthal angles.

,, To better understmld the poor correlation of the available albedo data with the
MCNP-estimated azimuthal distributions, the angular flux distributions generated
by the discrete ordinates code DOT, which has been the main teel for the calculation
of albedo data, were analyzed. It was found that negative fluxes were calculated
for mmly discrete directions and that the negative fluxes occurred more frequently

for high neutron energy groups. These negative fluxes are usually associated with
the forward directions, and they are at least in part due to the low-order expansion
of the cross sections. In the BREESE code, negative fluxes are set equal to zero,
thereby reducing the magnitudes of the forward-directed components. The values of
the total albedo given by the CARP code are not consistent with those produced by
the BREESE code. After the negative fluxes are set equal to zero by the BREESE
code, the value for the total albedo more than doubles for several combinations

of incident energy group and direction. In addition, in the sampling scheme
implemented in the CARP/BREESE system, point albedos are characterized in
terms of three phase-space coordinates of the emergent particle---energy, 77level,

and azinmthal angle. In the BREESE code, an 77level is selected from the marginal
. probability distribution for the polar angle, then an azimuthal angle is selected

from the conditional probability distribution for the azimuthal angle, and finally the
energy is selected from the doubly conditi(mal energy distribution. The problem for
concrete is that the thermal neutron component is very large because of the presence

of hydrogen, and the angular distribution, which is independent of the outgoing
energy in the sampling scheme used in BREESE, is ahnost completely dominated

1)y the nearly isotropic angular distribution of the thermal neutrons. This explains
in part the isotropic character of the angular distribution of the DOT-generated
albedo data, and because of the negative fluxes in the basic data, these distortions
cannot be corrected.

On the basis of these results, a decision was made to generate a new set of
albedo data. The usual discrete ordinates procedures for generating albedo data
can calculate only point albedos, and Monte Carlo codes reqllire prohibitively large
amounts of computer time to obtain detailed albedo information with acc('ptable
precision. A 3-D discrete ordinates code can provide a detailed description of the
radiation field while requiring an acceptable amount of computer time. The 3-D
discrete ordinates code TORT was used to generate a new set of albedo data, as
described in Sect. 4.3. Problems related to negative angular fluxes were addressed,

and input options that provide positive fluxes for all combinations of mesh spaces,
quadrature directions, and energy groups were selected.

,, Figure 5.7 displays the angular distribution of the CARP-generated point
albedo; the MCNP-calculated albedo information, with tlm spatial varial_le col-
lapsed to a poillt; and the TORT-calculated albedo data with Pa and P_ cross
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Fig. 5.7. Angular distributions of various albedo data sets.

sections, which also have the spatial variable collapsed to a point for display as
point albedos. The order numbers displayed on the z-axis of Fig. 5.7 are related to
the azimuthal angle in such a way that smaller numbers within each level correspond

to more negative cosines of the azimuthal angle. Note that the quadrature set used
for generating TORT albedo data is different from that used for generating CARP
and MCNP albedos. Table 5.9 presents the limits of the polar angles for the two

quadrature sets used. The level numbers are the same as those in Figs. 5.5-5.7.
The limits of the azimuthal angle within each r/ level for each quadrature set are
presented in Table 5.10.

Table 5.9. Limits of the polar angles of the CARP and MCNP albedo data and of the polar
angles of the TORT albedo data

cos O limit

Level 5 Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1

CARP/MCNP 1.0 0.93333 0.78388 0.56479 0.29552 0

TORT 1.0 0.90800 0.76825 0.61728 0.37313 0
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Figure 5.8 displays the spatial distributions of the TORT albedos with Pa cross
sections. •

J
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5.5 SPATIALLY DEPENDENT ALBEDOS

5.5.1 Forward Mode

As described in Sect. 4.3.2, the MORSE code was modified to accommodate
the 3-D albedo data. The ALBFAC3D interface code was written to format

the albedo information generated by TORT into a file that can be read by the
MORSE/STORM code package. Table 5.11 presents results obtained with the
MORSE/STORM code using spatially dependent albedos for the sample problem
of Sect. 5.1.

The Monte Carlo estimates of the effects of interest for detectors 1 and 2

using 3-D albedos are essentially the same as those of the MORSE benchmark
case. The results for detector 3 are slightly higher than for the benchmark case.
However, they agree well with the results presented in Table 5.1 for the MCNP
benchmark case. Only 17% of the total contributions at detector 1 come from

albedo events; the remaining 83% come from real collisions of the pseudo-particles.
This breakdown of the two components of the response explains the agreement
of the MORSE benchmark response and the MORSE/STORM response for this
detector. The next-event statistical estimates and the scattering of the pseudo-
particles are performed using the standard procedures implemented in the MORSE

. code, and, as would be expected, the MORSE/STORM results are closer to the
MORSE benchmark results than to the MCNP benchmark results. The difference

between the MORSE and MCNP benchmarks can be explained by the cross section
I,

treatments and by differences in scattering and estimation procedures. The MORSE
benchmark calculation was performed using P3 cross sections and the standard
scattering procedure; the scattering process is described by two outgoing angles.
This procedure does not affect the results after a few collisions, but becmlse of the
small size of the sample problem the first- and second-collided components of the
radiation field are dominant. This leads to the conclusion, for this case, that some
of the differences between the MORSE and MCNP benchmark results are due to

the MORSE treatment of the scattering event. The next-event contributions to the
effect of interest are also affected by the low order of truncation of the Legendre
polynomials. For this particular problem, which is due to a highly localized region
of importance for each detector, the P3 representation of the scattering process may
not be sufficiently accurate.

Detector 3, which is aligned with the source through the axis of the first leg of
the penetration, receives 22% of its contributions from albedo events and 8% from
the uncollided component. The fact that the results for this detector are closer to

- the MCNP benchmark suggests that for this particular detector ray-like effects were
present in the MORSE full-transport case.

,g
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5.5.2 Adjoint Mode

The MORSE code can perform both forward and adjoint analysis. The

adjuncton albedos cml be obtained from the same forward angular fluxes used

in generating the forward albedos. The ALBFAC3D interface code can process

the forward angular flux file generated by the TORT code and synthesize either

forward or adjuncton albedo data. The MORSE/STORM code can also read the

albedo data file and perform calculations in either the forward mode or the adjoint

mode. Table 5.12 presents the results of calculations with adjuncton albedos and

with the standard adjoint mode of analysis in the MORSE code. The geometric

cordigurations used in these calculations are the same as those used in the forward

calculations. Only the three top energy groups were used for the adjoint calculation.

The adjoint source is located at the position of detector 1 (Fig. 5.2), and the

adjoint estimate is performed to an adjoint point detector located at the center

of the entrance of the penetration--this is an approximation, since the source in

the forward calculation is uniformly distributed over the entrance. The energy

spectrum of the forward source (adjoint response function) is the same as that of

the forward calculations (14-MEV neutron source). The results of Table 5.12 indicate

that the adjoint calculation performed using adjuncton albedos yields statistically

the same result as the full-transport calculation and that the figure of merit is 50_

larger when adjuncton albedos are used. Both calculations were performed without

biasing techniques, which shows that the use of adjuncton albedos improves the

• computational efficiency.

Table 5.13 compares the MORSE/STORM adjuncton albedo calculation for

the standard (complete) sample problem with MORSE and MCNP benchmarks.

For the MORSE and MCNP benchmarks, the standard forward mode calculations

Table 5.12. Results of full-transportMORSE code adjoint mode calculation, performing full

transport of adjunctons without biasing, and of standard MORSE/STORM code adjoint
mode calculation, using adjuncton albedos without biasing of pseudo-adjuncton

particles, for the three-group sample problem at detector 1

Code

Full-transport Adjuncton albedo
MORSE MORSE/STORM

Source particles processed 600,000 500,00

. Total flux a 2.20371 x 10--6 2.26881 x 10-.6

Fractional standard deviation 0.02622 0.02315

,. Figure of merit b 32.1 48.3

aUnits: neutronsocm-2o(source neutrons)-los -1.

bl/(T(_2), where T is the computer time and (_2is the variance associated with the results.

.......................................... |, ffli 1.illlf I IIII -
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Table 5.13. Results for benchmark cases (full-transport MORSE and MCNP) and
for the MORSE/STORM adjuncton-albedo calculation for the

three-group sample problem at detector 1

Code

Adjoint
MORSE MCNP MORSE/STORM

Source particles 500,000 3,000,000 4,200,000
processed
Total flux a 1.0618 x 10.5 1.15532 x 10. 5 1.23179 x 10. 5

Fractional standard 0.0161 0.0079 0.0635
deviation

Figure of merit b 3.67 24.0 3.74

aUnits: neutrons.cm-2.(source neutrons)-l.s -1.

bl/(To2), where T is the computer time and _2 is the variance associated with the
results.

with full transport of pm'ticles and no biasing were performed. This calculation is
a severe test of the adjuncton albedo calculation because the adjoint response, a
14-MEV point neutron source, creates an inherently difficult problem to solve in the
adjoint mode. Also, the decision not to use biasing procedures when performing
any of the Monte Carlo random walks precluded the optimization of the adjoint
calculation, which for the sample problenl would involve energy biasing.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This research demonstrated new procedures that permit more generalized use
of the albedo methodology in both for'ward and adjoiut modes of Monte Carlo
calculation. \Vith the use of "pseudo-particles," it wa.s possible to recover an
essential part of the information that would have been lost at an albedo event.

This recovered i_fformation was used to calculate a missing and very important
component in the statistical estimation procedure. The spati_d variable was included
in the albedo procedure either through Monte Carlo-generated supplementary
information or through directly calculated, spatially dependent albedo data. It
was also demonstrated that, owing to the limitations of poim albedos in accurately
representing the angular distribution ()f the reflecti()n process, the modified version

of the 5IORSE/BREESE code package that includes both the displacement of the
point of emergence of an albedo event and the tracking of pseudo-particles does not
yield the same results as the benclmmrk calculations. The ..kIO12SE/STOrt_I code
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package, which was developed to process and use spatially dependent albedo data

- calculated by tile 3-D discrete ordinates code TORT, demonstrated close agreement
with the benchmark results to within the statistical uncertainties.

, An importmlt conclusion from this research is that the spatially dependent

albedo data associated with the generation of pseudo-particles can be used in any

class of problems. It was demonstrated that all significant components of the

radiation field can be correctly represented by a MORSE/STORM calculation when

spatially dependent albedos are used.

The sample problem was carefully designed to make it a valid test for certifying

the new albedo procedures. The Monte Carlo estimate of the effect of interest iz

strongly iiffluenced by several components of the radiation field. The transmission

of particles through the material medium is on balance with the streaming through

the duct. The small size of the problem allows a large fraction of particles to

escape from the system after a few collisions. The fact that the problem does not

present a single dominant component of the radiation field ensures that traditional

albedo Monte Carlo techniques would not yield satisfactory results. The procedures

implemented in the MORSE/STORM code, for both forward and adjoint modes,

were demonstrated to efficiently characterize the radiation field. The results of both

forward and adjoint calculations agree with the benchmark results. The figures of

. merit for both modes show considerable improvement over those for full-transport
Monte Carlo calculations.

The biasing procedures implemented in the MORSE/STORM code have

satisfactorily controlled the number of pseudo-particles created in different parts

of the geometry. The optimal use of these procedures may greatly improve the

Monte Carlo figure of merit for calculations in which the importance function is

strongly dependent on the phase-space coordinates.

Standard biasing procedures were not used during the tracking of either albedo

particles or pseudo-particles. The implementation of biasing procedures with

respect to the spatially dependent albedo data is an almost straightforward task

that may lead to important improvements in the figure of merit. For example,

biasing the displacement of albedo particles can reduce the number of pseudo-

particles created due to displacement into regions of low importance. A concept

similar to the "nonleakage" biasing procedure can be used to keep the displaced

albedo particles inside a duct when solving some classes of problems in which the

only important component is the streaming component.

The generation of spatially dependent albedo data was performed using a

standard production version of the TORT code, and many improvements should

. be possible. Modifying the " , "sx_eeplng of the spatial mesh" procedure to take

advantage of the spatial symmetry of the albedo generation calculation is one of

several possible improvements that deserve attention. Another exercise that would

reduce the computer time required to generate 3-D albedo data would be a study of

the sensitivity of the accuracy of the generated albedo iifformation to the modeling

of the spatial mesh. Also, the angular and spatial distributions of the albedo data

_ can ber_ofit frr_m an r_ptimization of the rmmber and/or the size of the spatial rnesh.
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